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Its Time Has Come...
The GEET Solution
Paul Pantone

Water Electrolyzers
& Zero-Point Energy
Moray King

Water electrolyzer projects are very
popular on the web where most investigators believe they produce a mixture
of hydrogen and oxygen (aka HHO,
hydroxy, or Brown’s gas). The burning
gas exhibits energetic anomalies like
a cool flame, yet it can vaporize tungsten. There are claims of element transmutation and radioactivity remediation
using the gas. Burning hydrogen can’t
account for the anomalies. It may be
that hydrogen is not the energetic component of the gas, but rather charged
water gas clusters which activate and
coherently trap zero-point energy. The
anomalies are similar to those manifested by plasma charge clusters, a
form of microscopic ball lightning discovered by Ken Shoulders.
Recently, Ohmasa discovered that mechanically vibrating plates greatly improves gas production. Some researchers recycle the exhaust water back to
the electrolyzer. Energetic water clusters present after discharge in the engine could continuously augment the
water’s energy content.by recycling
them back to the electrolyzer. The energetic clusters appear similar to Rydberg matter. Recent announcements
include the close-loop, self-running
system by Steven Eaton of HybridTech
corporation. He claimed to have run a
3.55 KW generator on 100% water that
completely powered his electrolyzer
at 12.5V, 15A, producing 5 liters of
gas per minute with excess electricity
available to power some light bulbs.

Try to imagine owning the ultimate
home production power plant; it heats
your water, generates electricity, takes
care of heating and air conditioning,
by utilizing the waste heat from refrigeration and applying it to storage/hot
water, while the generator produces all
the electricity you want. This is all possible with the GEET Fuel Processor.
In simple definition, it could be called
a new type of carburetor with a miniature refinery built in. With it, there is
no need for catalytic converters, smog
pumps and many other costly items
on cars, as the GEET Fuel Processor is not just a fuel delivery system
it is also a pollution elimination unit!
Your mileage will be increased if you
are consuming ALL available energy,
from whatever fuel you may be using.

Paul Pantone, the inventor, was held
illegally in Utah’s ‘Guantanamo of the
West’ because he refuses to hand over
his patents. Despite this flagrant attempt
at suppression and intellectual theft,
Paul is carrying on with his work.
In addition to covering the basics of the
technology, Paul will unveil some of the
advances he has made in the past year.
Finally , he will provide us with details
of the latest initiatives taken to promote
the international GEET network... and
a new research center!

OverUnity via
the Starship Coil
Richard F. Motzer
need was to have a low voltage/high
current source to operate two of HHO
cells that was developed, from a standard automotive electrical 12-volt system. In his attempts over the last one
and half years, he was able to meet his
goal but also noticed something very
unusual.
About 2008, Richard started his research in the HHO field using David
Lawton’s make over of Stanley Meyer’s circuits. He has since developed
his own circuit which shows over unity by as much as 1700%. The problem has always been how to extract the
extra power developed. Richard has
had some recent success in doing that.
This electronic circuit follows loosely
the design of David Lawton’s circuit
trying to duplicate the Stan Meyer’s
original HHO cell operation. Richard’s
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Think of the circuit as one wire across
the source which is supplying a current
of 5 amps. Yet inside this wire the current shows to be 15 amps plus some
powerful - destructive properties. Others have duplicated this circuit with
success. Richard then realized that this
circuit can be applied in different areas
of the alterative energy field.
Since then he has developed a low cost
way to fast wind a “Rodin” coil, it’s
called the Starship Coil. It takes 1/10
the time to wind and is much stronger
than the “Classic Rodin Coil”
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